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Unhearing
Ever  since  Edison’s  invention  of  the  phonograph  in

1877, sound has skipped across a series of technical

supports: tin and wax cylinders,  electromagnetic wa-

ves, shellac and vinyl discs, magnetic wire and tape,

CD, MP3 and other digital formats. Sound reproducti-

on technologies constitute a difference between origi-

nal and copy, between direct and technically mediated

audition. In fact, such dichotomies may be described

as a result of reproduction itself. In his book The Audi-

ble Past Jonathan Sterne Sterne provides a close rea-

ding of  Walter  Benjamin’s  theory of  technical  repro-

duction and understands authenticity and originality as

results of reproducibility.1 Without the technical medi-

um there would be no copy, but neither would there be

the “distinctive form of originality” retroactively created

by the process reproduction itself. 

“The idea that sound reproduction technologies se-

parated sounds from their sources turns out to have

been an elaborate commercial and cultural project.” he

concludes.2 As always, the recording industry capitali-

zes on the relation between original and copy promo-

ting an ongoing perfection of fidelity and truthfulness:

“The  progress  narrative  is  ultimately  untenable:  the

transformation of practices and technologies stands in

for a narrative of vanishing mediation, where sources

and copies move ever closer together until  they are

identical.”3 Thus, fidelity can be described as a strive

towards the ideal state of ultimate medium transparen-

cy. However, the listener’s experience of technical me-

diation  as  either  transparent  or  opaque  may  vary

according to the historical context. Sterne argues that

the concept of fidelity today is removed from the con-

cept as it was understood at the turn of the twentieth

century,  he also emphasizes that  “after 1878,  every

age has its own perfect fidelity.”4 According to Sterne,

the ideal of a vanishing mediator “would continually be

set in conflict with the reality that sound-reproduction

technologies had their own sonic character”.5

Paul  DeMarinis  described  the  sonic  character  of

analogue recording media such as the phonographs

record players as follows:

[T]he sound of the recording apparatus itself…

presented both a subtler set of problems and a

new and paradoxical sort of territory of its own.

The rumblings of  the mechanism,  too,  register

upon the wax, and the texture and grain of the

wax has its own raspy voice, a voice that sang

along  with  every  diva  and accompanied  every

chance sound passing by the microphone. Sur-

face noise, channel noise, the song of long ago

and far away, presented a gift in disguise to the

recordist and artist alike. This noise is an audible

indication that information is being sent. In effect

this “noise-floor” is the sound of silence of any

given channel.6

As they enter the focus of attention, these unintended

medium-specific noises, which DeMarinis identifies as

‘autobiographical’, make the medium appear opaque.

They are usually  ‘unheard’  in  the strive for  medium

transparency. Sterne speaks of audile techniques, with

which listeners construct an auditory field with interior

and exterior sounds - “a way of abstracting some re-

produced sounds (such as voices or music) as worthy

of attention or “interior,” and others (such as static or

surface noise) as “exterior”.7 Fidelity entails a constant

battle between those noises and unwanted artefacts.

Noise  is  to  be  suppressed  and  excluded  from  the

channel with the idea that the latter ultimately disap-

pears into immediacy.

Media Parasites
Michel Serres’ theory of the “parasitic“ nature of media

helps to further understand the relationality of signal

and noise.8 It takes the basic scheme of Claude Shan-

non’s information theory as a point of departure, where

a message is transmitted from a sender to a receiver: 
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Given:  two  stations  and  a  channel.  They  ex-

change messages. If the relation succeeds, if it

is  perfect,  optimum,  and  immediate,  it  disap-

pears as a relation. If it is there, if it exists, that

means that it failed. It is only mediation.9 

As  Serres  emphasizes,  communication  requires  the

presence of a channel to mediate between two diffe-

rent stations and noise is recognized as an inevitable

precondition  of  transmission.  The  message  has  to

move through a middle, which appears not only as a

conduit, but as a transmitter, transformer or “transdu-

cer”, as Sterne calls it, which irreversibly modifies the

message.10 Serres’ philosophy of communication pre-

cisely focusses on the middles, medians and transfor-

mative in-between spaces.

In French, parasite can mean static/white noise in a

circuit, an uninvited guest, or an organism that lives off

its host. Serres argues that they all have the same ba-

sic function in a system. His primary argument is that

the relationship between a parasite and its host serves

as a useful model for all forms of social, cultural and

technological mediation. Based on Shannon’s general

schema of communication systems, noise - the ‘third

term’  of  communication  –  is  always  present  in  the

channel.11 It is taken as a constitutive element of medi-

ation itself: “There are channels and thus there must

be noise.”12 Therefore, parasites or intruders are any-

thing but exceptional: “There are always interceptors

who work very hard to divert what is carried along the-

se paths. Parasitism is the name most often given to

these numerous and diverse activities, and I fear that

they are the most common thing in the world.”13

The  Greek  root  of  parasite:  para  (next  to),  sitos

(grain) means “next to a grain”, “next to a nourishing

host”. Not unlike biological and social parasites, the in-

formational parasite occupies a channel and emerges

by taking from it. Instead of seeing communication as

a two-way relation between sender and receiver, Ser-

res argues that every channel also contains a third pa-

rasitic  relation,  which constantly  threatens to  disrupt

and irritate the communicative relation – the parasite

acts on the sender-receiver relation. Serres adds, ho-

wever, that such disruptions are potentially productive

as they add to the complexity of the relationship: “The-

orem: noise gives rise to a new system, an order that

is more complex than the simple chain. This parasite

interrupts at first glance, consolidates when you look

again.”14 It is important to understand that the parasite

is not in itself productive, it rather forces its host to re-

act and adapt. In this way are media circuits transfor-

med into dynamic systems by parasitic contamination.

Parasites allow the intrusion of unpredictable behavior.

Thus, noise becomes an integral part of the ecology of

communication.15 

[T]he parasites are always there, even in the ab-

sence  of  a  signal.  Only  the  noticeable  signal

cancels them. They are inevitable, like white noi-

se. White noise [bruit de fond] is the heart [fond]

of being; parasitism is the heart of relation. White

noise is the base - ‘white space,’ as it were; the

parasite is the base of the canal traced on this

space.16 

The parasite’s relation to a communication system is

constitutional,  “we know of no system that  functions

perfectly, that is to say, without losses, flights,  wear

and tear, errors, accidents, opacity”.17 An aesthetics of

opacity thus addresses the parasitic losses of the me-

dium in use.

Expanded Phonographs
Christian  Marclay’s  Record  Without  A  Cover from

1885 is an example for foregrounding the performative

aspects of medium opacity (see Fig. 01, 02 ). Record

Without  a  Cover was  sold  without  any  protective

package and furthermore one of the record’s sides is

printed with the instruction “do not store in a protective

package”. The other playable side of the album con-

tains one single and untitled track. The beginning sec-

tion of this track contains recorded scratches of other

vinyl records, which slowly grow louder before leading

into jazz drum samples and fragments of recorded mu-

sic — Caravan by Duke Ellington is a clearly recogniz-

able sample amongst various other recorded, looped,

scratched and manipulated sound snippets from elec-

troacoustic and orchestral recordings.

By issuing the record without a cover and instruc-

ting the buyer to not protect the vinyl, Marclay virtually

guarantees  that  the  record  will  quickly  accumulate

marks and scratches caused by its inevitable handling.
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Fig. 01: Christian Marclay — Record Without a Cover (1985). Original 
black vinyl record released on Recycled Records in 1985, with instruc-
tions printed onto the record.

Fig. 02: Christian Marclay — Record Without a Cover (1985). 12-inch 
picture disc on white vinyl reissued on Locus Solus (Japan 1999), with
the instructions printed onto the record.

 

Whereas the convention demands to protect the re-

cord’s “sensitive” surface as much as possible, Mar-

clay’s records explicitly requests the opposite:

It  was a record that threatened everything you

were  taught  about  records  and how to handle

them.  It  even  threatened  your  needle.  You

couldn’t be a passive listener, you had to be in-

volved. It  was intriguing, unstable.  It  was a re-

cord about records.18

Not only will the surface of the vinyl have accumulated

different scratches every time it is played back, but its

copies also turn into unique artefacts. What began as

mass-produced  and  virtually  identical  objects  would

slowly diverge from one another,  becoming singular,

ever-changing works. “Recorded sound is dead sound,

in the sense that it’s not ‘live’ anymore.” As Marclay

himself says:

Record Without A Cover was about allowing the

medium to come through, making a record that

was not a document of a performance but a re-

cord that could change with time, and would be

different from one copy to the next.19

Obviously, this is a process that no record can escape,

but we have developed perceptual techniques in order

to  differentiate  between  “undesired”  aural  artefacts

and meaningful sound. In contrast, Marclay conceptu-

ally highlights the record’s deterioration by drawing at-

tention to it: “You can’t ignore that you are listening to

a recording.”20 And by printing the aforementioned set

of instructions he turns handling and playback into a

performance.

Another example conceived in the same year is Ro-

ger Miller’s POP Record / Evolving. Side A features a

recording he had made in  1985 for  the project  that

consists entirely of noises and scratches sourced from

the between-track “silence” gaps of pop records of ar-

tists ranging from James Brown and Billy Holiday to

Xenakis to Black Sabbath to an unidentified sci-fi re-

cord from Japan (see Fig. 03).21  Each time the vinyl

disc is played, the recorded noises and scratches are

accompanied by sounds produced by the needle en-

countering new actual scratches on the record’s sur-

face — the record is thus constantly evolving and re-

generating itself.  On the surface of the B side of this

record, Miller used a screwdriver to inscribe the first

three and the last measures from the fugue of Bach’s

Prelude and Fugue in G minor BWV 861 (see Fig. 04)

directly into the vinyl — in lieu of conventional record

grooves. On the engraved surface, Miller also left his

fingerprints, which were consequently copied and will

eventually  encounter  new fingerprints  resulting  from

the handling of the record.
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Fig. 03: Roger Miller — POP Record / Evolving (1985). Back cover.

Fig. 04: Roger Miller — POP Record / Evolving (1985), Side B.

Both Marclay and Miller’s records strategically blur the

difference  between  artefacts  of  mediation  and  their

pre-recorded  doubles.  Intended  and  non-intended

scratches will eventually coexist as a palimpsest crea-

ting  an  ambiguous  soundtrack:  “There  is  confusion

between what’s intentionally recorded and what is da-

mage on the surface of the disc.”22 It is precisely the

ambiguity that makes their  records stand out.  Using

techniques of remediation (the re-recording of the re-

cords’ scratches and noises), they provoke a shift in

perspective back and forth between opacity and trans-

parency, the intended and the unintended, the listened

for and the listened away from, signal and noise.

Marclays and Millers works are “records about re-

cords” as they reflect on sonic events and listening ex-

periences unheard of before the advent of sound re-

cording techniques. These unheard-of sounds, which

would not existit without recording media, have been

described by Paul DeMarinis as the „shadow of tech-

nology“:

[T]hese sounds would not exist if the recording

had not been made. I call this the shadow of the

technology, and it is this shadow world that I ex-

amine in The Edison Effect.23

DeMarinis discussed surface noise in  particular  with

reference to a series of works he developed between

1989 and 1996 that  comprise  The Edison Effect.  In

this  series,  phonographic  cylinders,  78  rpm records

and gelatin dichromate holograms of such records are

scanned with laser beams and photoelectric sensors.24

With The Edison Effect DeMarinis aims to extend the

notion of touch associated with the needle that follows

the groove of a record and thus produces a sound:

The central image in The Edison Effect is of the

fusion, or conflation of looking and listening. The

beam of a laser for me is much like the visual ray

that was, in ancient times, believed to emit from

the eye permitting the viewer to see by touching

with his eyes.25

DeMarinis also associates narratives derived from the

recorded  music  (e.g.  Johann  Strauss’  Blue  Danube

Waltz -  An der schönen blauen Donau,  Walzer,  op.

314)  with  particular  technical  manipulations.  In  the

case  of  Al  and  Mary  Do  the  Waltz (1989),  a  laser

beam scans an Edison wax cylinder with the Blue Da-

nube Waltz spinning on a paint  roller (Fig.  05).  The

beam traverses a fishbowl containing two live goldfish

(Fig. 06) that occasionally interrupt the laser and “pro-

duce uncomposed musical pauses”.26
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Fig. 05: Components for Paul DeMarinis’ Al and Mary Do the Waltz 
(1989): custom-made phonography player, wax cylinder, laser and 
fishbowl containing two live goldfish. © Paul DeMarinis.

In The Edison Effect, Paul DeMarinis reconfigures the

phonograph and alters the constraints we usually as-

sociate with this apparatus. The record is expanded as

a  medium:  “The  arrangement  of  optics,  motors  and

light allow random access to the grooves of the record,

permitting distortion, dis-arrangement and de-compo-

sition of the musical material.”27 Within this framework

of media-archaeological reconfigurations, each work of

this series reflects different dis-arrangements and de-

compositions afforded by early sound inscription and

playback technologies.

Fig. 06: Detail from Paul DeMarinis’ installation Al and Mary Do the 
Waltz (1989). © Paul DeMarinis

Yet different reconfigurations of audio recording tech-

nology have been carried out by artists in the digital

domain.  Drawing  on  Matthew Kirschenbaum’s  diffe-

rentiation between forensic and formal materiality, it is

important  to  acknowledge  that  digital  technologies

have  their  hardware-based  materialities,  but  algo-

rithms may aswell just model formal structures and in-

terfaces.  Forensic  materiality  refers  to  the  level  of

chips, circuits and hard disks and the notion „that not

two  things  in  the  physical  world  are  ever  exactly

alike“.28 Formal materiality, on the other hand, refers to

the symbolic  level  of  digital  algorithmic objects.  The

user experiences this materiality to the extent that the

digital objects bring their own constraints and possibili-

ties with them.

Jens Brand‘s use of data sonification can be regar-

ded as an exemplary artistic approach in this respect.

His  Global Player (usually stylized as  G-Player) from

2004  is  a  device  based  on  data  sonification  algo-

rithms. It functions like a record player, but instead of

vinyl LPs it scans the surface of the Earth using a vir-

tual needle. The G-Player is able to locate the positi-

ons of officially known satellites. Its sound is genera-

ted  in  real  time  following  satellite  orbits  matched

against a topographical database of the Earth.29

Following  the  formal  regiment  of  a  phonographic

needle,  the satellite  scans the  surface of  the Earth,

and translates the topography into sound as if it were

following the grooves of a vinyl LP. Using digital mo-

delling, the phonographic structure is scaled up to cos-

mic  dimensions.  The  display  on  Brand’s  G-Player

shows the name and type of the selected satellite (mi-

litary, weather or telecommunication, etc.), its altitude

and the coordinates of its orbit on Earth (longitude and

latitude). 
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Fig. 07: Jens Brand — G-Player (2004). User interface for version 4 of
the device. Image © Oliver Schwarz.

Satellites  probe  the  surface  of  the  Earth  in  the

same way a needle would follow the groove of a re-

cord.  But  in  contrast  to  a  phonographic  trace,  the

Earth’s surface has never been encoded and therefore

Brand’s sonification device receives a “signal” that has

never been sent. It is the subtext of this work that al-

ters the sonic experience of meaningless noise. It  is

not the sound itself, but Brand’s meticulous artistic fra-

ming which makes us believe that we are “listening to

the earth”.

Inspired by Apple’s branding of consumer electro-

nics, Brand staged the launch of his “product” dressed

as a salesman in a slick, corporate-looking trade fair

booth equipped with IKEA furniture (still bearing their

price tags)  and indoor  plants  (Fig.  7).  Brand’s  work

draws  an  ironic  caricature  of  present-day  technical

supports  and their  promises  of  usability  and  useful-

ness.

Fig. 08: Installation view of Jens Brand’s G-Player (2004) as presen-
ted at SOUND//BYTES, Edith Russ Site for Media Art in Oldenburg 
(Germany) in 2007. Image © Franz Wamhof.

Everything about the G-Player carries the imprint of an

industrially produced commodity, thus commenting on

technological capitalism and fashionable commodified

blackboxing. Brand’s project ironically mimics corpora-

te identities and state-of-the-art technology and at the

same  time  circulates  a  more  than  outmoded  myth:

The earth is a disc.

Revisiting Medium-Specificity
As  discussed  above  medium-specific  practices  in

sound can be understood as a critical interrogation of

audio media itself. Far from being regarded simply as

an extra-musical  tool  for  the  preservation  of  music,

technical media are understood as catalysts for aes-

thetic  thinking  and  innovation.  Medium specificity  in

music and sound art thus insists on the fact that the

materiality of recording and playback media continues

to shape artistic practice. Since the mid-2000s, analy-

ses in the fields of musicology and sound studies have

been published internationally, covering the history of

media-musical practices ranging from Paul Hindemith

and Ernst Toch’s gramophone-specific music (1930) to

the strips of magnetic tape in Nam June Paik’s  Ran-

dom Access (1963) to the glitching and skipping com-

pact discs of Yasuano Tone (1984) or Oval (1993) and

eventually to Kim Cascone’s “‘Post-Digital’ Tendencies

in Contemporary Computer Music” (2000).30 This said,

just how far the notion of medium specificity is implicit-

ly based on essentialist and normative ideas presup-

posing that media possess fixed, essential properties

has hardly been addressed in sonic theory. These de-

bates  originate  primarily  from  visual  arts  discourse,

they can nevertheless enrich the theorizing of medi-

um-specific practice in sound.

Arguments around the idea  of  medium specificity

can be traced back — avant la lettre — to 18th-century

debates within Western art theories. Some theorists in

France,  England and Germany saw mimesis  as the

common principle of all arts — Charles Batteux’s 1746

treatise  The Fine Arts Reduced to a Single Principle

may serve as an example. Others were beginning to

express doubts as to the validity of this concept. In his

theoretical pamphlet  Laocoon: An essay on the limits

of painting and poetry  (1898), Gotthold Ephraim Les-

sing argued not  only against  the premise that  there

exists a single principle in art but also for categorical

distinctions between synchronous modes of articulati-
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on (plastic arts, painting) and diachronous modes (lite-

rature, theatre, music).

Lessing’s plea for a distinction between art forms

was taken  up  by  Clement  Greenberg  in  his  essays

“Avant-Garde  and  Kitsch”31 and  “Towards  a  Newer

Laocoon”32. The influential theory of Greenbergian mo-

dernism  coined  the  concept  of  medium  specificity.

While Lessing‘s terminology was centred around the

notion of art forms, Greenberg in 1960 famously intro-

duced  the  idea  of  a  unique  medium possessed  by

each art form.

Each art had to determine, through its own ope-

rations and works, the effects exclusive to itself.

By doing so it would, to be sure, narrow its area

of  competence,  but  at  the  same time it  would

make its  possession  of  that  area  all  the more

certain. 

It  quickly  emerged that  the unique and proper

area of competence of each art coincided with all

that was unique in the nature of its medium. The

task  of  self-criticism became to  eliminate  from

the specific effects of each art any and every ef-

fect that might conceivably be borrowed from or

by the medium of any other art. Thus would each

art be rendered “pure,” and in its “purity” find the

guarantee of its standards of quality as well as of

its independence.33

For Greenberg, a source of æsthetic value in terms

of a guarantee of  standards was to be found in the

substrate of an artistic medium and in certain conditi-

ons derived from it — in painting: flatness and opticali-

ty.34 Greenberg’s  concept  of  medium specificity  de-

mands that these allegedly essential properties be ex-

emplified in art. But, as one of Greenberg’s critic Noël

Carroll pointed out, “painting was not invented to cele-

brate flatness” and, further, “the idea of the artist dis-

covering new ways of using the medium would make

no sense if the medium were designed for a single, fi-

xed purpose”.35 Also, the medium essentialist fails to

acknowledge intermediality in the arts, i.e. the media

interactions, combinatorial practices, remediations and

transformations  already  prevalent  in  the  artworks  of

Greenberg’s contemporaries (notably John Cage, Ro-

bert Rauschenberg and Fluxus — artists and practices

with  which he was,  of  course,  quite  familiar),  not to

mention its presence in today’s ubiquitous digital inter-

media formats. 

It  does  not  come as a surprise that  Greenberg’s

normative pull on what is suitable to do with a medium

has been widely criticized, because it entails a narrow

fixation of  essentials.  Greenbergian theory,  says Mi-

chael Fried, implies the

notion that modernism in the arts involved a pro-

cess of reduction […] until in the end one arrived

at a kind of timeless, irreducible core (in painting,

flatness and the delimitation of flatness). The im-

plication  of  this  account  was that  such  a  core

had been the essence of  painting  all  along,  a

view that seemed to me ahistorical.36

Rosalind Krauss also distanced herself from Green-

berg’s  position  by  defining  media  as  changeable

and differing structures, arguing that medium speci-

ficity is neither to be found in a rigid set of essential

features nor can it ever be completed or exhausted.

Instead, she regards medium specificity as a set of

rules and conventions derived from (but irreducible

to) the given physical materiality of a medium:

The  specificity  of  mediums,  even  modernist

ones, must be understood as differential, self-dif-

fering, and thus as a layering of conventions ne-

ver simply collapsed into the physicality of their

support.37

Krauss’ critique was highly influential in opposing the

fixity of Greenberg’s notion of the medium.38 She chal-

lenged  medium  essentialism  with  her  non-reductive

account and with what she defined as differential spe-

cificity. Krauss also introduced the idea of a technical

support „as a way of warding off the unwanted positi-

vism of the term ‘medium‘“39 and as a way of proble-

matizing the loaded concept that „a medium is purpor-

tedly made specific by being reduced to nothing but ist

manifest physical  properties“.40 For Krauss, technical

media  are  always  stratified  and  layered,  composite

and aggregative. Accordingly, the term technical sup-

port „welcomes the layered mechanisms of new tech-

nologies that make a simple,  unitary identi �cation  of
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the  work’s  physical  support  impossible.“41 Moreover,

technical supports remain open to and even encoura-

ge artistic repurposing and reconfiguation.42

This claim stands in stark contrast to Greenberg’s

essentialist assertion that a medium’s material proper-

ties dictate its proper artistic usage. In Krauss‘ account

medium-specific practice „wrest[s] from the support a

new set of aesthetic conventions to which their works

can then reflexively gesture, should they want to join

those works to the canon of modernism.“43 As Erika

Balsom pointed out, that „[w]hat is most at stake for

Krauss in this return to the medium is the generation

of  recursive  structures  […].“44 Balsom  explains  that

Krauss‘ notion of recursivity aims at reconstituting au-

tonomy by sealing off the work and its technical sup-

port  from mass-cultural  commodification.  While  Bal-

som acknowledges that differential specificity and re-

cursive interrogation are no longer aimed at the trans-

parent, ahistorical  self-identity once accorded to mo-

dernist media, she still regards medium specificity as a

means to „fullfill what Krauss sees as the desired func-

tion – namely, a commitment to an enduring moder-

nism.“45 In a similar reading of Krauss‘ conception, Ina

Blom Blom puts emphasis on the distinction between

modernistic „self-reference“ and „recursivity“:

Where  the  concept  of  self-reference  is  easily

misread as solipsism, the concept of  recursion

places emphasis on the fact that reflexive attenti-

on to the properties of an artistic medium does

not reproduce this medium as self-identical, but

as  a  different  instantiation  in  each  specific

case.46

Unlike Balsom though, Blom argues for an updating

of the modernist preoccupation with medium speci-

ficity in order to resist the erasure of critical diffe-

rences in present-day information economies.

Unfortunately, Krauss did not provide further clarifi-

cation on her concept of the relation between the laye-

ring  of  conventions  and  the  physicality  of  technical

supports. At the same time however, she put this rela-

tion  at  the  center  of  medium  specificity’s  recursive

structure, „for the nature of a recursive structure is that

it must be able, at least in part, to specify itself.“47 The

emphasis Krauss puts on the relationality of conventi-

ons and technical supports is comparable to more re-

cent recent discussions on technological affordance  in

media ecology, media anthropology and communicati-

on studies.48

Technological Affordance
Technological  affordance addresses  the  complex

entanglement  of  media-technical  environments  and

human agents.  The term “affordance”  was originally

coined by ecological psychologist James Gibson in or-

der to explain how agents (human or otherwise) take

action  based  on  perceptions  of  the  utility  of  com-

ponents of their environment.49

For Gibson, affordances refer to action possibilities

or  potentials  available  in  an  object  or  environment.

These potentials are relative to the action capabilities

of  an  agent.  Pertinent  examples  in  natural  environ-

ments are caves, which afford shelter, or technical ar-

tefacts such as doorknobs, which afford the opening of

doors.  However,  an  affordance  may  exist  indepen-

dently from the agent actualizing or even recognizing

it. At the same time, “any affordance is only actualized

when it is acted upon. […] Affordances thus exist inde-

pendently of human intention but can nevertheless not

materialize without them.”50 According to Gibson, affor-

dances are actionable properties  between the world

and an actor that have, in certain cases, become con-

ventional; in other cases they remain to be discovered.

Gibson’s line of thought led to the conclusion that af-

fordances should be conceived as relational dynamic

entities embedded in  the interactions of  agents  with

objects and envoronments. This is  why the concept of

technological affordance can be of intertest in theori-

zing  medium  specificity  —  it  offers  an  approach

beyond essentialist reduction and fixation. Technologi-

cal  affordances  emerge  through  interaction  (experi-

mentation,  adaption)  with  technical  environments.  In

this view, the materiality of technical objects influences

but does not determine schemes of action. The affor-

dance perspective suggests that neither techno-deter-

minism nor social constructivism is sufficient to explain

the  multifaceted  use  of  technical  objects.51 Thus,  in

line with Krauss’ notion of differential specificity, an af-

fordance perspective might offer a broader framework

for approaching medium-specific practices in the sonic

arts than modernist æsthetic reductionism.
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Conclusion
The artistic works described here have shown different

ways of  reflecting medium specificities  of  phonogra-

phy. However, it is not merely the features tied to the

objects in use, which are reflected in the works, but

rather  their  affordances:  the  relational  link  between

technical  object,  artistic  use  and outcome.  Christian

Marclay and Roger Miller use remediation strategies in

order to produce a record about records. Paul DeMari-

nis uses optical extensions for the scanning of phono-

graph records inspired by the ancient concept of tactile

vision, resulting in a performative intervention of ani-

mal  agents  and  uncomposed  musical  events.  Jens

Brand uses digital data sonification resulting in a qua-

si-phonographic playback of the earth’s surface. 

Each of these works may be considered to be medi-

um-specific, but not in the sense that they reveal or

display certain properties of their technical support. In

fact, media purism would be misguided in view of the

inherent diversity encountered in extended media as-

semblages. A reductionist viewpoint would not be able

to address the complexity of artistic re-configurations

of media and would necessitate ignoring the reflexive

layers that medium-specific practices may introduce.

Instead, a differential and relational perspective might

help to further shape and outline a concept of medium

specificity that is not only historically informed but also

aware of its theoretical shortcomings. 
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Abstract
The auditory experience of technical mediation is rela-

ted to certain perceptual techniques we have develo-

ped in order to differentiate between meaningful sound

and undesired parasitic artefacts. The act of ‘unhea-

ring’  undesired  sound  is  motivated  by  ideologies  of

transparency and fidelity. 'Unhearing' the unwanted re-

sults from what Jonathan Sterne identified as a conti-

nuous conflict between the idea of technology as a va-

nishing mediator and the reality that audio media have

their own sonic character. In contrast, medium-specific

practices in sound try to address the sonic character of

their medium. Medium specificity, however, is a con-

cept that has a history. This article reviews its theoreti-

cal implications with roots in visual arts discourse in

order  to  develop  a  perspective  on  medium-specific

practice in sound. Drawing on the concept of technolo-

gical affordance the author discusses works by Christi-

an  Marclay,  Roger  Miller,  Paul  DeMarinis  and Jens

Brand who make use of sound (re)production techno-

logies as an artistic medium.
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